Application of LC-MS for quantitative analysis and metabolite identification of therapeutic oligonucleotides.
Therapeutic oligonucleotides (OGNs) have been studied extensively in the recent years as novel agents designed to selectively and specifically inhibit target gene expression in cell culture, in animal disease models and in human. This review summarizes applications of liquid chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry or tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS or LC-MS/MS) for quantitative analysis of therapeutic OGNs and characterization of their metabolism in vitro and in vivo described in the literature over the past 10 years. Although the applications of LC-MS or LC-MS/MS to the molecular mass measurement, sequence determination, DNA adducts identification, detection of mutations and characterization of covalent and/or noncovalent DNA/RNA complexes have been comprehensively reviewed in a few excellent review papers. The quantitative bioanalysis and metabolite identification of therapeutic OGNs using LC-MS or LC-MS/MS have not been covered. This review covers technical issues, current approaches and applications of LC-MS or LC-MS/MS for quantitative analysis of OGNs in biological matrices and characterization of their in vitro and in vivo metabolism. Finally, some conclusions are drawn and prospects of LC-MS in quantitative analysis and metabolism characterization of therapeutic OGNs are discussed.